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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel version of dis-
criminative training for N-gram language models. Language
models impose language speciﬁc constraints on the acoustic
hypothesis and are crucial in discriminating between competing
acoustic hypotheses. As reported in the literature, discriminative
training of acoustic models has yielded signiﬁcant improvements
in the performance of a speech recognition system, however,
discriminative training for N-gram language models (LMs) has
not yielded the same impact. In this paper, we present three
techniques to improve the discriminative training of LMs, namely
updating the back-off probability of unseen events, normalization
of the N-gram updates to ensure a probability distribution
and a relative-entropy based global constraint on the N-gram
probability updates. We also present a framework for discrim-
inative adaptation of LMs to a new domain and compare it to
existing linear interpolation methods. Results are reported on
the Broadcast News and the MIT lecture corpora. A modest
improvement of 0.2% absolute (on Broadcast News) and 0.3%
absolute (on MIT lectures) was observed with discriminatively
trained LMs over state-of-the-art systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many natural language processing (NLP) systems, such
as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Machine Trans-
lation (MT), a language model is the crucial component for
identifying the correct hypothesis in the often prohibitively
large hypothesis space. Statistical Language Models (SLMs)
are typically trained using Maximum likelihood estimation on
vast quantities of text that represent the domain of interest [1].
Recently, discriminative language modeling has been the
focus of research [2], [3], [4]. It is natural to expect that SLMs
can beneﬁt from discriminative training given their role in
selection of the correct hypothesis from the output hypothesis
space of NLP systems. These methods attempt to capture the
acoustic confusion in the decoded hypotheses by minimizing
the training recognition error in constructing the SLMs. It
can be seen from [5] that such LMs are useful for Out-of-
Vocabulary (OOV) detection task, in addition to improving
the overall performance of a speech recognition system.
A model-based approach for discriminative training of N-
gram language models, based on minimizing a misclassiﬁca-
tion function which captures the difference of the likelihood
between the reference path and the N-best hypotheses, is
proposed in [3]. The following questions arise when using
this method:
 Updating Back-off N-grams for which there is no
explicit model in the initial LM,
 Normalization to ensure that the updated N-grams con-
form to a valid probability distribution, and
 Unconstrained Updates that allow local N-gram up-
dates with no global constraints.
In this paper, we speciﬁcally address the above-mentioned
issues using a two-step procedure described in Section III.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
recaps the general frame work of the method proposed in
[3] for obtaining the N-gram updates. Section III introduces
the proposed enhancements to discriminatively updating the
language model. Section IV presents our method as a dis-
criminative adaptation framework. Section V describes the
experimental setup and the results are analyzed in Section VI.
Section VII summarizes the ideas discussed in this paper.
II. DISCRIMINATIVE UPDATES FOR N-GRAMS
In this section, we present the algorithm for computing
updates for N-gram probabilities in a discriminative fashion.
Consider a N-gram LM built using techniques described in [1].
An Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) system is used to
decode the training data and generate multiple hypothesis that
will subsequently be compared to the reference transcripts.
The N-gram updates are obtained by comparing the correct
word sequence and the corresponding N-best list generated by
the ASR system. The technique developed in [3] is based on
optimizing a misclassiﬁcation function that is used to quantify
the error rate of an utterance. For a given observation Xi
representing the speech signal and a word sequence ^ W =
w1;w2; ;wn the discriminant score used during decoding
is a weighted combination of acoustic and language model
scores:
g(Xi;W;; ) = logP(XijW;) + logP(Wj ) : (1)
Here  is acoustic model,   is the language model and is the inverse of the language model weight. The misclassiﬁ-
cation function is deﬁned as follows:
d(Xi;; ) =  g(Xi;W0;; )
+G(Xi;W1; ;WN;; ) ; (2)
Here W1; ;WN corresponds to the N-best list hypotheses
and W0 is the reference word sequence. The anti-discriminant
function based on the N-best list competitors is deﬁned as:
G(Xi;W1; ;WN;; ) =
log(
1
N
N X
r=1
exp[g(Xi;Wr;; )])
1
 :
where,  controls the weighting of the different hypotheses in
the N-best list (In the limit, as  ! 1 the anti-discriminant
function is dominated by the score of the top hypothesis in the
lattice). An error in the recognition of the utterance renders
d(Xi;; ) > 0 i.e. the discriminant function for the correct
word sequence scores less than the anti-discriminant function
of its competing word sequences. A Generalized probabilistic
descent (GPD) [6] based algorithm is used to determine the
N-gram updates and adjust the parameters of the language
model.
III. ALGORITHM FOR APPLYING N-GRAM UPDATES TO
THE LANGUAGE MODEL
The procedure described in the previous section provides the
N-grams and their corresponding updates (in log probabilities)
which need to be incorporated into the initial LM. This section
describes the proposed method while speciﬁcally addressing
the important issues of normalizing and constraining the
updates that were introduced in Section I.
Figure 1 illustrates the steps in the proposed method.
First, the updates for N-grams are generated using the method
described in the previous section. All updates are backed-off to
the existing N-gram events of the LM. This is described more
in Section III-A. Then the loop for applying the updates to
the initial LM starts. The loop includes steps for Normalizing
updated probabilities and Relative Entropy Constraint. These
steps are described in Sections III-B and III-C, respectively.
A. Updating Missing N-grams
Quite often there are updates for the N-grams for which
there are no explicit models in the initial LM and the prob-
ability of the N-gram has to be calculated using the back-
off model. Let S(h) (h is the history of the N-gram) denote
the set of words for which the probability estimate p(wjh)
is explicitly deﬁned in the initial LM. Consider the N-gram
probabilities p(wjh) which lie in the complement set denoted
by Sc(h). The probability of these N-grams is represented
using the probability of the back-off N-grams with history
h0 = w2::wn 1 as,
p(wjh) = (h)  p(wjh0) (3)
where (h) is the back-off weight.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for applying updates to the language model
Two methods for updating these N-grams can be considered:
 In the ﬁrst method, the N-gram is added to the LM
using it’s back-off probability and subsequently updated.
For example, p(wjh), is computed using Equation 3, and
added the LM. This probability is then updated using the
update for the N-gram.
 In the second method, the back-off probability which
is used to obtain the probability of the new N-gram is
updated. For example, the update is applied to p(wjh0)
if there is an explicit model for p(wjh0). Otherwise, the
method recursively backs-off until an explicit model is
found.
In this paper, the second method is chosen for its ease of
implementation and does not result in an increase in the LM
size with the addition of new N-grams. Updating the back-off
probabilities affects a larger number of N-grams and could
have a bigger impact on the performance. Therefore, there is
a need for constraining the updates. These constraints can be
imposed by algorithms that cluster N-grams into decision-trees
or topics or with the use of global constraints such as the one
described in this paper.
B. Normalization
The optimization procedure described in Section II does not
impose any constraint on the updates such that the updated LM
stays a probability distribution, i.e.,
X
w
p(wjh) = 1To guarantee this, the N-gram probabilities need to be nor-
malized after applying the discriminately determined updates.
However, the fact that the normalization needs to be done for
all possible histories h, for which there was at least one update
as (w;h), makes it computationally expensive. A faster method
is proposed below. For a given history h, Equation 3 can be
rewritten to satisfy a probability distribution as:
X
w2S(h)
p(wjh) + (h)
0
@1  
X
w2S(h)
p(wjh0)
1
A = 1 (4)
Subsequent to the updates for all p(wjh) Equation 4 sim-
pliﬁes to:
X
w2S(h)
p0(wjh) + (h)
0
@1  
X
w2S(h)
p(wjh0)
1
A =
X
w2S(h)
p(wjh) +
X
w2S(h)
(wjh) +
(h)
0
@1  
X
w2S(h)
p(wjh0)
1
A = 1 +
X
w2S(h)
(wjh)
(5)
where,
p0(wjh) =

p(wjh) (w;h) if not updated
p(wjh) + (wjh) (w;h) if updated
Therefore, the normalization factor for all explicit prob-
abilities p(wjh) and back-off weights is given by 1 + P
w2S(h) (wjh), where (wjh) is the update for w given
the history h. This makes it computationally feasible as only
the total set of updates needs to be stored.
Equation 4 is valid only if p(wjh0) is already normalized
and is a valid probability distribution. This suggests that the
procedure of updating N-grams should begin with the lower
order N-grams and expand to the higher order N-grams.
C. Relative Entropy based Global Constraint
One of the main problems with the technique described
in Sections II is the fact that N-gram features (updates) are
obtained based on local regions of mismatches hypothesized
by the ASR system inside utterances, computed between the
reference (truth) and the N-best lists. Although from the
formulation it is clear that this needs to be done in order to
minimize the misclassiﬁcation function, the global effect of
the updated N-grams on the language model also needs to be
considered. There can be some updates for which the overall
performance (WER and PPL) is worse i.e., N-grams are
updated individually to reﬂect=correct local erroneous regions
and the interaction of these updates with other N-grams in the
LM is essentially ignored. This issue has been addressed in
discriminative training of acoustic models to ensure that the
discriminatively trained models do not deviate too much from
maximum likelihood (ML) trained models [7].
One method that imposes such a constraint calculates the
distance (divergence) of the initial LM from the ﬁnal updated
LM. A standard measure of divergence between distributions
is relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler distance which has
been successfully used in the literature for pruning language
models [8], and in text selection methods for LM adaptation
[9]. The same technique is used here for bounding=controlling
the updates. In every iteration of discriminative training, the
divergence is calculated as follows
D(qjjjqj+1) =
X
wi;hl
qj(wi;hl)log

qj(wijhl)
qj+1(wijhl)

(6)
where j is the iteration index, qj is the language model
obtained during the j-th step of the process and qj+1 denotes
the models at the end of j + 1-th iteration. The divergence is
obtained by summing over all the words wi and histories hl.
In this work, we propose to select only those N-gram
updates that minimize D(qjjjqj+1). However, it would not be
computationally feasible to minimize over all possible subsets
(combinations) of N-gram updates. Instead, we assume that
the N-grams affect the relative entropy roughly independently,
and compute D(qjjjqj+1) for each N-gram update. A threshold
is selected and N-gram updates are pruned based on that
threshold. This threshold is selected using a held-out set,
analogous to minimizing perplexity on a held-out set.
To obtain the closed form solution for D(qjjjqj+1) after
applying individual N-gram updates, consider the case where
qj+1 models are obtained from qj by updating the N-gram,
(wx;h) (As discussed earlier, since we back-off to existing N-
grams it is guaranteed wx 2 S(h) is a valid assumption). We
now have:
qj+1(wijh) =
8
> > <
> > :
qj(wxjh):e
(wxjh)
1+(wxjh) wi = wx
qj(wijh)
1+(wxjh) wi 2 S(h);wi 6= wx
(h)
1+(wxjh)qj(wijh0) wi 62 S(h)
(7)
where qj(wxjh):e(wxjh) = qj(wxjh) + (wxjh). Here,
(wxjh) is the update for (wx;h).
Now plugging Equation 7 in Equation 6, it is easy to show:
D(qjjjqj+1) =
qj(h)
8
<
:
X
wi2S(h);wi6=wx
qj(wijh)log(1 + (wxjh))
+qj(wxjh)log

1 + (wxjh)
e(wxjh)

+
X
wi62S(h)
qj(wijh)log(1 + (wxjh))
9
=
;
= qj(h)[log(1 + (wxjh))   qj(wxjh):(wxjh)] (8)
Using a threshold (which can be determined on a held-out
data set) on the divergence computed from the above equation,
we select the ﬁnal set of N-grams to be updated.It should be also mentioned that Equation 6 is deﬁned only
if qj and qj+1 are valid probability distributions. Therefore,
normalization is a necessary step for calculating the relative
entropy.
IV. LANGUAGE MODEL ADAPTATION
Language Model Adaptation is crucial when the training
data does not match the test data being decoded. This is a
frequent scenario for all ASR systems. The application domain
very often contains named entities and N-gram sequences
that are unique to the domain of interest. For example,
conversational speech has a very different structure than class-
room lectures. Linear Interpolation based methods are most
commonly used to adapt LMs to a new domain. As explained
in [10], linear interpolation is a special case of Maximum A
Posterior (MAP) estimation, where an N-gram LM is built on
the adaptation data from the new domain and the two LMs
are combined using:
p(wijh) = pB(wijh) + (1   )pA(wijh)
where pB refers to background models and pA is the adapta-
tion models. Also,  is calculated by optimizing PPL=WER
using the held-out data from target domain.
In the paper, we compare discriminative LM adaptation to
linear interpolation and also report on their additive behavior.
We propose a two-step approach. In the ﬁrst step, the back-
ground models (pB) are discriminatively trained using speech
from the target domain. In the second step, we interpolate
the discriminatively trained LM with the target speciﬁc LM
(pA). The motivation is to ﬁrst redistribute the probabilities (by
discriminative training) of the initial LM to better represent
the target domain by compensating for the confusions via
discriminative training.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The LVCSR system used throughout this paper is based on
the 2007 IBM Speech transcription system for GALE Distil-
lation Go/No-go Evaluation [11]. The acoustic models used in
this system are state-of-the-art discriminatively trained models
and are the same ones used for all experiments presented in
this paper.
As a demonstration of the framework, we ﬁrst present
discriminative training results on the Hub4 portion (which
corresponds to the acoustic training transcripts). The Hub4
acoustic training data is split into two sets of 350 hours and
50 hours. The initial LM is built on the 350 hour set and
is subsequently discriminatively trained on the remaining 50
hour set. Discriminatively trained LMs built with the proposed
method that includes normalization and relative entropy based
constraint, and without the constraints are analyzed. The
threshold (As discussed in Section III) for determining the
validity of an updated is determined on a development set
which contains both DEV04F and RT03 data sets are used.
For LM adaptation experiments, the background LM (pB,
Broadcast News LM) training text consists of 335M words
from the following broadcast news (BN) data sources [11]:
1996 CSR Hub4 Language Model data, EARS BN03 closed
captions, GALE Phase 2 Distillation GNG Evaluation Supple-
mental Multilingual data, Hub4 acoustic model training tran-
scripts, TDT4 closed captions, TDT4 newswire, and GALE
Broadcast Conversations and GALE Broadcast News. This
language model is of order 4-gram with Kneser-Ney smooth-
ing and contains 4:6M n-grams based on a lexicon size of
84K.
The second source of data is the MIT lectures data set [12]
(176K words, 21 hours, 20 lectures given by two speakers).
This serves as the target domain set for language model
adaptation experiments. This set is split into an adaptation set
comprising of 16 hours for use in discriminative training and
interpolation experiments, a 2:5 hour set for evaluation and 2:5
hour set for development. The N-best list for discriminative
training is generated on the 16 hours of MIT lecture data.
The average N over all utterances in our experiments was
determined to be 130 after careful pre-ﬁltering of the list
to remove silence and sentence-boundary markers. The out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) rate using the source (BN) domain
lexicon is about 1:65% on the target domain discriminative
training data (16 hour set). However, acoustic scores obtained
from reference alignments are needed for the discriminative
training. Given the many OOV terms (acoustic scores can not
be calculated for OOV terms due to the lack of pronunciation
for those terms), the reference (truth) is substituted with the
oracle path in the lattice and serves as a sloppy reference
during discriminative training. The oracle WER of the initial
lattices (using BN LM) is 14:1%.
The results are discussed in the next section.
VI. RESULTS
The discriminative framework presented in this paper was
ﬁrst tested using the Hub4 experiments described in the
previous section. The baseline performance is obtained using
the LM built on 350 hour set. N-best lists were obtained
by decoding the 50 hour set with this LM and subsequently
discriminative training the LM.
It can be seen from Table I that while constrained discrimi-
native training results in 0:2% absolute improvement over the
baseline on the RT04 eval set, the performance gets worse
using the unconstrained version.
TABLE I
WER(%) OF DISCRIMINATIVELY TRAINED LMS ON HUB4 EXPERIMENTS
USING BOTH CONSTRAINED AND UNCONSTRAINED METHODS
LM RT04 DEV
350 hour-LM 19.3 15.3
Disc. Train w/o Norm. and R.E 20.1 16.0
Disc. Train w/ Norm and R.E 19.1 15.0
Table II presents the results of discriminatively training the
BN LM on a new domain, namely the MIT lectures. The
performance of the baseline LM (BN-LM) on the evaluation
and development test set is 24.7%. The BN LM is interpo-
lated with a domain-speciﬁc LM, i.e., an LM built on the
data from the MIT lecture training set (MIT-LM) and theweights are optimized on the development test set described
in Section V. This results in a WER if 17.9% and 18.5% on
the development and evaluation test sets respectively (Interp.-
LM line on the same Table). One-pass discriminative training
comprising of 3 iterations on the initial N-best list yields a
2% absolute reduction in WER, bringing down the WER on
the development and evaluation test sets to 22.4% and 22.7%
respectively. A second-pass of discriminative training after
regenerating lattices using the discriminatively trained LM
from the ﬁrst-pass lowers the WER on the development set by
another 0.3%, but provides lesser reduction on the evaluation
test set (0.1% reduction in WER). It can be seen from the table
that the training WER, i.e. on the data used for discriminatively
updating the N-grams, decreases steadily with each pass.
When the discriminatively-trained LM is interpolated with the
MIT-LM, the best performance is achieved with WERs of
17.5% and 18.2% respectively. This amounts to a reduction
in WER of approximately 2-3% relative. It is encouraging to
note that the gains from linear interpolation and discriminative
training are indeed additive, albeit not by much. As described
in the previous section, the oracle path from the lattices on
the training data (16 hour set) is used as a reference. Table III
illustrates that the oracle WER on the training data is also
reduced with the discriminative training framework introduced
in this paper.
TABLE II
WER(%) FOR DISCRIMINATIVELY TRAINED AND INTERPOLATED LMS
ON THE TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION TEST SETS
Language Model Training Dev Eval
BN-LM (%) 24.3 24.7 24.7
Interp.-LM(%) - 17.9 18.5
Disc. Train-First Pass (%) 18.6 22.4 22.7
Disc. Train-Second Pass (%) 16.7 22.1 22.6
Disc.Train-First Pass+16 hour LM(%) - 17.5 18.2
Disc.Train-Second Pass+16 hour LM(%) - 17.5 18.2
TABLE III
ORACLE WER(%) OF THE BASELINE AND DISCRIMINATIVELY TRAINED
LMS ON THE TRAINING DATA
LM WER(%)
BN-LM 14.1
Disc. Train-First Pass 12.5
Disc. Train-Second Pass 12.4
To analyze the effect of the three constraints introduced
in this paper, namely, back-off n-gram updates, normalization
and relative-entropy based global constraints, we present the
decrease in WER for each training iteration in Figure 2. It
can be seen from Figure 2, that the training WER decreases
smoothly with each iteration when using global constraints.
Figure 2 (a) and (b) indicate that although the objective
function, i.e. the misclassiﬁcation function (d in Equation 2),
decreases in both cases, for the original framework with no
constraints the training WER increases with each iteration.
This can be attributed to the fact that too many simultaneous
N-gram updates (of length 1 to N) with no overall global
constraint on the movement of these updates, causes random
ﬂuctuations and an inconsistent set of updates.
The thresholds when applying the global constraint was cho-
sen to be 10 7 for the ﬁrst pass and 10 8 for the second pass
(the thresholds are selected using the Dev set). Using these
thresholds, 13% and 24% of the updates removed=pruned
during the ﬁrst and the second pass of discriminative training,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Result on the training :(a) sum of d (misclassiﬁcation function) over
all utterances (b) WER(%) for different iterations using both methods
Table IV shows the overlap between N-grams of lattices
produced on the MIT Evaluation data set with the unadapted
LM (Broadcast news LM) and those N-grams which are up-
dated during discriminative adaptation. The increased number
of updates that stems from the updates to the back-off N-
grams, reenforces the need for a global constraint on the
movement of these updates.TABLE IV
OVERLAP BETWEEN EVAL LATTICE N-GRAMS AND DISCRIMINATIVE
UPDATES
N-gram Updates Overlap w/ Eval N-grams(%)
Regular Updates 6.23
Back-off Updates 30.45
VII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a framework for discriminative training
of language models with constraints on the updates to the
back-off n-grams and an overall global constraint on the
updates. The following key points summarize this work:
 Global constraints and normalization allow for a smooth
set of N-gram updates
 Discriminative training on out-of-domain data serves as
an adaptation method and the gains can be further im-
proved when such an LM is interpolated with an LM
built on the out-of-domain data.
The overall performance improvements obtained are modest
and additive to standard linear-interpolation methods.
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